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Richard Dawkins Quote – A Devil’s Chaplain

The following is word-for-word from Richard Dawkins, A Devil’s Chaplain: Selected Essays London: Phoenix Publishers, 2004, pp. 256-257, from chapter 5.5 entitled, “Unfinished Correspondence with a Darwinian Heavyweight”

Start of quote: (Note that I have italicized the following quote from this chapter in Dawkins’ book for better clarity.)

The following email correspondence was never completed and now, sadly, it never can be.

9 December 2001

Stephen Jay Gould

Harvard

Dear Steve

Recently I received an email from Phillip Johnston, founder of the so-called ‘Intelligent Design’ school of creationists, crowing in triumph because of his colleagues, Jonathan Wells, had been invited to take part in a debate at Harvard. He included the text of his email on his ‘Wedge of Truth’ web site, in which he announced the Wells debate under the headline ‘Wells Hits a Home Run at Harvard’.

http://www.arn.org/docs/pjweekly/pj_weekly_011202.htm

The ‘Home Run’ turns out to be NOT a resounding success by Wells in convincing the audience, NOR any kind of besting of his opponent (Stephen Palumbi, who tells me he agreed to take part, with great reluctance, only because somebody at Harvard had ALREADY invited Wells and it was too late to do anything about that). There is no suggestion that Wells did well in the debate, nor even any obvious interest in whether he did. No, the ‘Home Run’ was simply and solely the matter of being invited by Harvard in the first place. These people have no hope of convincing reputable scientists by their ridiculous arguments. Instead, what they seek is the oxygen of respectability. We give them this oxygen by the mere act of ENGAGING with them at all. They don’t mind being beaten in argument. What matters is that we give them recognition by bothering to argue with them in public.

You convinced me of this years ago when I phoned you up (you have probably forgotten this) to ask your advice when I was invited to debate Duane P Gish.

Ever since that phone call, I have repeatedly cited you and refused to debate these people, not because I am afraid of ‘losing’ the debate, but because, as you said, just to appear on a platform with them is to lend them the respectability they crave. Whatever might be the outcome of the debate, the mere fact that it is staged at all suggests to ignorant bystanders that there must be something worth debating, on something like equal terms.

First, I am interested to know whether you still hold to this view, as I do. Second, I am proposing that you might consider united with me (no need to involve others) in signing a short letter, say to the New York Review of Books, explaining publicly why we do no debate creationists (including the ‘Intelligent Design’ euphemism for creationists) and encouraging other evolutionary biologists to follow suit.

Such a letter would have great impact precisely because there have been widely publicized differences, and even animosities, between us (differences which creationists, with extreme intellectual dishonesty, have not hesitated to exploit). And I would not suggest writing a long disquisition on the technical differences which remain between us. That would only confuse the issue, make it harder to agree on a final draft, and lessen the impact. I wouldn’t even mention our differences. I suggest a brief letter to the editor, explaining why we do not engage with ‘intelligent design’ or any other species of creationists, and offering our letter as a model for others to cite in refusing such invitations in the future. We both have better things to with our time than give it over to such nonsense. Having just reached my sixtieth birthday (we are almost exactly the same age) I feel this keenly.

All best wishes,

Richard



11 December 2001

Dear Richard,

Excellent idea – I’d be delighted to join you (and I agree it should just be you and me as signatories). Will you try a draft and send it to me?

I agree. Short and to the point. And NYRB could be best place.

I didn’t realize we were so close in age (you look so young). Time does become ever more precious.

With my very best wishes.

Steve



